DATE: 2/21/2017

Building Occupants of ‘62 CTD, Dance Department, Theatre Department

This correspondence provides a status update for the planned improvements to the AMT stage fire curtain during Spring Break.

Dates for Activity: March 16 – 24, 2017

Work Activities: Replacement of the controls hardware on the AMT stage fire curtain

Impact to Adjacencies:

- Williams College is pleased to announce an upgrade to the fire curtain at AMT stage. These improvement will bring the fire curtain up-to-date and in compliance current fire codes.

- The project is scheduled to commence on March 16, 2017 and be completed by March 24, 2017.

- The project requires some electrical outages for new wiring installations. These will occur during early morning hours. CSS and CTD occupants shall be notified in advance.

- The fire curtain will remain in the deployed (down) position starting on 3/16 and remain deployed for the duration of the project. CSS and CTD occupants shall be notified in advance.

- This project takes place during Spring Break and so will generate minimal disruption to building occupants and no disruption to adjacencies.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:

Shaun Garvey
Project Manager
Williams College
597-3232
Smg3@williams.edu